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Let A = (S/R, CX) be the crossed product order in the crossed product algebra A = (L/K, a) 
with factor set (Y, where L/K is a Galois extension of the local field K, and R (resp. S) the 
valuation ring of K (resp. L). In this paper the maximal R-orders in A containing A and the 
irreducible A-lattices are determined. 
Introduction 
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and L/K a 
Galois extension with Galois group G. Let (Y be a factor set on G X G having 
values in the units U(S) of S, the valuation ring of L. We consider the K-central 
simple algebra A = (L/K, a) which is the left vector space over L having basis 
u rr, c in G, and multiplication given by 
CL&, = a(Z)a(u, r)u,, 
for 1 in L and u, r in G. A is a crossed-product algebra. Moreover we consider the 
crossed-product order A = (S/R, a) which is the free S-module on u,. A is an 
R-order in A. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the maximal R-orders in A containing 
A and to describe the irreducible A-lattices. 
We shall need a little more notation. Let P, = roR be the maximal ideal of R. 
We assume that the residue class field k = RIr,,R of K is finite of characteristicp. 
Let P = 7~s be the maximal ideal of S and F = SIP. Then F/k is a finite extension 
of degree, say, f. Let G, be the first ramification group of P in LIK with fixed 
field K, and R, be the valuation ring of K,. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the terminology of [4] and [7]. For things 
about ramification theory we refer to [8] and [lo]. 
Recall that [7,29.6] 
A gEnd,(V) z M,(D), (1) 
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where D is a skewfield having center K, V is the unique up to isomorphism simple 
A-module and M,(D) is the ring of r X r-matrices over D. Let m be the index of 
D, so [D : K] = m2. We assume that the factor set (Y is normalized, so u1 is the unit 
element of A. If e is the ramification index of P in Ll K, then T’ = r,,‘o” for some 
unit E of S and 1 G( = ef. M oreover from relation (1) it follows that 
ef=rm. (2) 
If A is the unique maximal R-order in D, let rrD be a prime element of A such 
that [7, 14.51 
m 
?T()=?T,. (3) 
Janusz has proved [6, Theorem l] that if the extension L/K is tamely ramified, 
then there exist elm maximal R-orders in A containing A. If the extension L/K is 
totally and wildly ramified the second author has proved that there exist again 
e/m maximal R-orders in A containing A [9, Theorem 41. Here we extend the 
above results to the general case where L/K is any extension. So we prove that 
there are also e/m maximal R-orders in A containing A. Moreover we describe 
the form of the irreducible A-lattices. 
In Section 1 it is proved that the F-algebra A/rad A is isomorphic to the direct 
sum of a number of copies of the ring off X f-matrices over a field E. 
In Section 2 the maximal R-orders in A containing A are given. 
In Section 3 the irreducible A-lattices are determined. 
1. The radical of A 
Lemma 1.1. The inflation map 
H*(GIG,, F*)i”f, H2(G, F*) 
is an isomorphism of cohomology groups, where F* = F - (0). 
Proof. Since G, acts trivially on F and ) G, 1 is prime to the exponent of F*, it 
follows that 
H’(G,, F*) = Hom(G,, F*) = 1. 
Moreover H2(G,, F*) = 1 [4,8.39]. Thus the sequence 
1+H2(GIG,, F*)llf,H’(G, F*)-=H2(G,, F*)= 1 
is exact [l, 35.61 and the result follows. 0 
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Lemma 1.2. For each factor set a : G X G + F* there exists a factor set b : G x 
G- F* such that b is cohomologous to a and b(a, T) = 1 whenever CT or r is in G,. 
Proof. The inflation map 
inf: H2(GIG,, F*)-+ H’(G, F*) 
of cohomology groups is induced by the inflation map 
inf: Z2(G/G,, F*)+ Z2(G, F*) 
of groups of factor sets, the latter given by (inf c)((T, r) = c((T, T) for U, r in G, 
where bar means reduction mod G,. Thus for each element c in Z2(G/G,, F*) we 
have the equality 
inf[c] = [inf c] 
in H2(G, F*). If now a : G X G+ F* . 1s a factor set, then, by Lemma 1.1, 
[a] = inf[c] for some [c] in H2(GIG,, F*), hence [a] = [inf c]. Choosing 
normalized we see at once that the factor set b = inf c has the 
property. 0 
c to be 
desired 
Lemma 1.3. For each factor set LY : G x G-+ U(S) there exists a factor p:Gx 
G+ U(S) such that p is cohomologous to (Y and p(u, T) is in U, whenever w or T is 
in G,, where U, = 1 + nS. 
Proof. Let 6 denote the image of (Y under the natural map 
Z2(G, U(S))+ Z’(G, F*) 
By Lemma 1.2 we can choose a factor set a : G X G + F* such that [a] = [&I and 
a(a, T) = 1 whenever o or T is in G, . Thus there is a subset {c, : (T E G} of U(S) 
such that 
CX(O-, T) = ii((T, T) = 
whenever u or T is in G, . The map /3 : G X G + U(S) given by 
for (T, T in G is the desired factor set. 0 
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Suppose from now on that (Y : G x G + U(S) is a normalized factor set such 
that (Y(u, r) is in U, whenever (T or T is in G,, and denote by (pi the restriction of CK 
to G,. We consider the crossed-product order A, = (SIR,, cxl). A, is an R,-order 
in A, = (L/K,, q). Let X be a full set of representatives of the left cosets of G, 
in G. 
Proposition 1.4. 
rad A = c ~SU, + 2 %(u,, - u,) 
fEX tEX 
PEG,,P+~ 
Proof. It is easy to see that the elements U, and u,(u, - u,) for t in X and p in 
G, - (1) form an S-basis of A. Moreover rad A = A(rad A,) [12, Proposition 3.1; 
13, Corollary 1.81 and 
rad A, = TTS + c S(u, - ul) 
PEGI 
P#l 
[9, Proposition 51. From the above relations we get the required result. 0 
Lemma 1.5. If CY :G x G + U(S) is a factor set with the property that CY(CT, ) is in 
U,, whenever CT or r is in G,, then the map 
& : GIG, x G/G,-, F* 
given by 
- - 
&(a, T) = a(a, 7) 
for c, r in G, is a factor set. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that & is actually a map, since the required property 
of being a factor set is trivially verified. Let u, T be in G and p in G,. Then from 
the relation 
we get 
a(fl, T) = f_r( pa, r) . 
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and the result follows. 0 
Lemma 1.6. The natural homomorphism 
Z*(G, U(S))+ Z*(G, F*) 
is onto. 
Proof. Let YP be a full set of representatives of the residue classes of S mod rrS. 
Let us take zero to be in T and let !P* = YP - (0). By [5, II, 410, 1, A] we may 
choose 9 to be closed under the multiplication and ?P* to constitute a multiplica- 
tive group isomorphic to F*. Since the elements of F* are just the u = 
( p* - l)-roots of unity for some positive integer t, we may easily see that !P* is 
also closed under the action of the elements of the Galois group G. 
Now let a be an element of Z*(G, F*). For each a(@, T) in F*, we choose the 
element a(~, T) in !P* such that 
cu(a, T) mod TS = a(~, T) = a(a, Q-) . 
We shall prove that the arising mapping 
a:GxG+lJ(S) 
is actually a factor set. Let p, (T, 7 be elements of G. Since a is a factor set, we 
have 
From the properties of W we conclude that 
Moreover a = 6. This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 1.7. The natural homomorphism 
Z’(G/G,, U(R,))+ Z’(G/G,, F*) 
is onto. q 
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Lemma 1.8. For each factor set LY : G X G+ U(S) there exists a factor set LY’ : Gl 
- - 
G, x GIG, + U(R,) such that d(a, r) = (Y(u, r) for U, r in G, where 2 stands for 
the coset gG, in G, (Y denotes the image of cx under the natural map 
Z2(G, U(S))+ Z2(G, F*) 
and Cr’ is defined analogously. 
Proof. We consider the following diagram of groups and homomorphisms 
Z2WG,, VR,)) Z2(G u(S)) 
I 
inf 
1 
Z2(G/G,, F*) - Z2(G, F”) 
Then the result follows at once from Lemma 1.5 and Corollary 1.7. 0 
Now we consider the crossed-product order A’ = (RI/R, (Y’), where (Y’ is 
defined as in Lemma 1.8 relevant to the factor set (Y. Since the extension K,/K is 
tamely ramified, A’ is a hereditary R-order and rad A’ = n-,A’ [ll, Proposition 
1.31, where rTT1 is a prime element of R, . 
Let e, be the ramification index of K, /K and A = AlrrA. 
Theorem 1.9. ii /rad A g A /rad A z Ff(E)eO’s, where E is an extension field of k 
of degree s. Moreover every simple A-module has F-dimension s. 
Proof. By the above remarks, Lemma 1.8 and Proposition 1.4 we have 
A/radAs @Fu^,GA’/radA 
IEX 
where u^( denotes the image of U, under the natural map A+ A/rad A. Now it is 
easy to see that A/rad A is isomorphic to the F-algebra A0 of [6, proof of 
Theorem l] and therefore 
A/rad A z Mf(E)” (4) 
for some field extension E of k. Comparing the k-dimensions of each part of 
relation (4) we find that p = e,/s, where s = [E: k]. 
Imitating the proof of [4,5.22] we may prove that 
AlradAEAlradA. 
Now let Z be a simple A-module. Since [Z: E] = f = [F: k] we get that 
[Z: F] = s and the result follows. 0 
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Corollary 1.10. There exists a hereditary order A’ such that 
A/rad AZ A’/rad A’ . 0 
2. Maximal orders containing A 
The next proposition is a revised form of [9, Proposition 11. 
Proposition 2.1. There exists a left A- and right A-lattice M full in V, such that 
Proof. There exists a unique hereditary R-order r’ in A which contains A, such 
that rad r’ = rrT’ [2, Satz]. Let M be an indecomposable left r’-lattice. Then 
from the structure theorem for hereditary orders [7, 39.14, 39.181 we get that M is 
a left A- and right A-lattice full in V and that M/TM is a A = A/ArD-module. 
Hence MS-, c TM. Cl 
For convenience we restate [9, Theorem 11. 
Theorem 2.2. If M is as in Proposition 2.1, then 
(i) M7rt, = relrnM, 
(ii) niM, 1 5 i % elm, are the non-isomorphic irreducible A-lattices of the form 
rr”M for some integer K, and 
(iii) r = n fir;l End,(rr’M) is a hereditary R-order in A containing A. 
Moreover rad r = rrr and elm is the type and (f, . . . , f) are the invariants of 
r. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let e = m. Then there exists exactly one maximal R-order in A 
containing A. Moreover there exists exactly one up to isomorphism left A- and right 
A-lattice full in V, say M, and rad,M = n-M. 
Proof. Let M be a A-lattice as in Proposition 2.1. Then the order r of Theorem 
2.2 is maximal since e = m, and unique by [2, Satz]. If N is another irreducible 
A-lattice and right A-lattice, then the order r of Theorem 2.2 relevant to N will 
be exactly that of M. Therefore N z M. On the other hand TM C rad,M 5 M by 
Nakayama’s Lemma. Now the result follows from the fact that rad, M = (rad A) M 
is a left A- and right A-lattice. 0 
After Corollary 2.3 we may restrict ourselves to the case e > m in order to 
determine the maximal R-orders in A containing A. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let e > m and M be a A-lattice as in Proposition 2.1. Then there is 
no irreducible left A-lattice and right A-lattice N such that ~TM 5 N s M. Moreover 
rad,M = rrM. 
Proof. Let N be an irreducible 
ideal domain there exists an 
a,, . . . , a,,, such that 
m 
A-lattice and right A-lattice. Since S is a principal 
S-basis u,, . . . , u, of M and natural numbers 
N= @ Sn”kj and 05a,(..~~a,(l. 
i=l 
Now from the relation MQT~ = 7~ e’mM (Theorem 2.2(i)) and the assumption that 
e > m we get NT, c TN. Hence from Theorem 2.2 we get another hereditary 
R-order in A containing A of type e/m and invariants (f, . . . , f). From the 
uniqueness of r [2] we conclude that N must be isomorphic to some n’M for 
0 5 i I e/m - 1. Since ~TM 5 N 5 M, we get the first part of the proposition. The 
second part follows by the same argument as that of Corollary 2.3. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let N be a left A- and right A-lattice full in V and e > m. Then N 
is isomorphic to some rr’M for 0 5 i 5 elm - 1, where M is as in Proposition 2.1. 
Proof. Since KM = KN = V, replacing N by an isomorphic copy, we may assume 
that N c M. Moreover, since M is S-free there exists an S-basis ui, u2, . . . , u, of 
M and natural numbers 0 5 a, 5. . * 5 a,,, such that 
N = Sd’ul ‘d3 + . . G3 Srramu, . 
If a, 5 1, then QTM c N c M and the result follows from Proposition 2.4. If 
a1 = . . . = a, > 1, then N = rrnlM and the result follows from Theorem 2.2(ii). 
Let us now suppose that a, > 1, a, < a,,, for some u < m and 0 = a, = . . . = 
aK_l < aK 5.. f 5 a, for some K 2 1, where a, = 0. We put 
N,=Su,+.- . + su,_l + sQ-+-lU, f.. . + S7ram-1Um . 
Let 
for u in G, where (ija) 2 0 and 
, i=1,2 ,..., m 
E!,?’ is in U(S) for all i, j, w. Then 
uv7Tawi = z $7) ,ai+(++u, 
for 1 I i 5 m and (T in G, and some s:,?’ in U(S). Since N is a left A-module, we 
get that (ijcr) + ai L ai for i, j = 1, 2,. . . , m and cr in G. This means that 
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(ij~)+ai-1~aj-1fori,j~~and(ij~)+a~-l~Oforj~~andi~~.From 
these relations we conclude that NI is a left A-lattice. By a similar argument we 
get that N, is also a right A-lattice. Thus from a left A- and right A-lattice N such 
that 7rnmM 5 N 5 M we take a left A- and right A-lattice NI such that ram-‘M 5 
NI s M. Repeating this process we shall find a left A- and right A-lattice N’, such 
that TM 2 N’ s M. But this is impossible because of Proposition 2.4 and the 
result follows. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Let e > m. If N is a left A- and right A-lattice full in V, then 
rad,N = S-N. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.5 N z r’M as A-lattices for some i in (0, 1, . . . , el 
m - l}. Hence N = rr”M for some integer a. Now the result follows from 
Proposition 2.4. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section 
Theorem 2.7. The maximal R-orders in A containing A are the following: 
c=EEnd,(r’M), O<ise/m-1, 
where M is a left A- and right A-lattice full in V. 
Proof. Any maximal R-order in A containing A will be of the form End,N for 
some left A- and right A-lattice full in V [7, 17.41. Now the result follows from 
Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.5. 0 
Remark. Cliff and Weiss have proved Theorem 2.7 for f = 1 with another 
approach in [3]. 
3. The irreducible A-lattices 
Let M be a left A- and right A-lattice full in V. Then, from Corollaries 2.3 and 
2.6 rad,M = TM. Hence M = M/TM is a semisimple ii-module. We shall denote 
by X the image of x in X under the natural map X+ X = X/TX for any X for 
which this map has meaning. Each simple A-module is of F-dimension s, as 
follows from Theorem 1.9. Thus we can take an appropriate arrangement of the 
elements ur, . . . , u, of an S-basis of M to get a decomposition 
iti= 6M, 
K=l 
(5) 
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of A? into simple j-modules such that m = st and 
M, = cl3 Ftii ) 
IET, (6) 
where T, = {(K - 1)s -t 1, . . . , KS} for K = 1,2, . . . , t. Then, for each (J in G, 
eachiin TKandfor~=1,2,...,tweget 
(7) 
and hence 
u,u, = c 7rUl,“‘Uj +. . * 
jETl 
+ c (.+,? + 7ray)uj + . . . + c 7rayuj 
jeT, YET, 
where s$’ and a$’ are elements of S. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a left A-lattice and right A-lattice full in V. Then for every 
irreducible A-lattice N there is an S-basis {ul, . . . , u,,,} of M such that N is 
isomorphic to a submodule of M of the form 
where j=O, l,..., ealm - 1 for some natural number a depending on N, and 
a,, . . , a, are natural numbers satisfying the relations 
and 
Ola,I*..<a,, 
a(,_,),+,==..=a,,, li~%t 
aj - ai % (ijo) , 
(9) 
(10) 
where (ijo) is the valuation of the coefj‘kient of ui in relation (8). 
Proof. Since KM = KN = V, replacing N by an isomorphic copy, we may assume 
that N c M. Choose j so that 
N~~T’M and Mgmj+‘M. 
If we put Nl = K’N, then Nl C M and Nl ZrrM. Since M is S-free, there is an 
S-basis {ul, u,, . . . , u,} such that 
N, = Sd'ul CD. . . CD Srramu, . (11) 
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We may arrange the elements { ul, . . . , urn} in such a way that the relations (5) 
and (6) hold. Since N, ZnM, there exists an i in {1,2, . . . , m} such that a, = 0. 
Without loss of generality we may take a, = 0. Thus u1 E N,. Relation (7) for 
i = 1 becomes 
Since U, is a unit of A, there must exist j in {1,2, . . . , s} such that FE’ # 0. If 
s = 1, then the theorem is obvious. Let us assume that s > 1. If for each CT in G we 
have $7) = 0, for all j in {2,3, . . . , s}, then Fz?, must be a ii-module and this is 
impossible because of the F-dimension of the simple il-modules. Thus there is at 
least one 2 5 j 5 s, such that $’ # 0 for some (T in G. Since U, E N, , by relation 
(8) for i = 1 and relation (11) we get that ai = 0. Let Z = (1, j = jl, . . . , j,} be the 
subset of the set of the subscripts 1,2, . . . , s such that a, = 0 = ai, = . . . = air. 
Then ul, u,, , . . . , u,, are in N, . Let us suppose that Is T, . If in the expressions of 
relation (7) for i in I we have $z’ = 0 for all K $I, then the sum 
Fi&@F~,@- . Cl3 FGj, is a A-module and this is impossible since (II < s. So there 
is CT in G and i in Z such that s,, -(u’ # 0 for some AgZ and A E T, . Since ui E N, we 
get from relations (8) and (11) that aA = 0 and this is impossible because A,@Z. 
Thus Z = T, and we have proved that 0 = a, = . . . = a,. 
By similar arguments we may prove the rest of relations (9). 
Let now N = @E, SrTTalui be an irreducible A-lattice such that the aj, 15 i 5 m, 
satisfy relation (9). Then from the relation rKN z r”N it follows that there exists 
a natural number 1 such that n’N g N. So 7r’N = NVT~ for some natural number a. 
This number a depends on N. From the relation r/N = NT: and Theorem 2.2(i), 
after a few obvious computations, we get that I = euim. Now from the fact that N 
is a left A-module and relation (8) we get relation (10) and the theorem is 
proved. 0 
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